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Map of connections between utopian ideas and development
Connections shown on this timeline diagram are mostly implicit. They are based on similarities of the ideas and approaches to development of the hinterland. The fact that some of them are forceful and a number of them serves as evidence that the influence of utopian
discourse on the hinterland development exists, and is very strong, but not constant.
The Soviet time developments were largely dependent on utopian ideas. Modern-day developments lack influence from modern utopias
and leaders of these projects are trying to create utopian models on which they can rely. This proves that the dependency still exists, but
that it is not able to sustain itself on the same scale it once did, and that it had to shrink down to the level of local initiatives.
Correlation of utopian and social activity reveals a number of tendencies and points of interest which are the core of this project. For
example we can see that utopias peak a few years after the peak in the development of a society. And the feeling of upcoming recession gives the most fertile grounds for utopias.
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Connections

5. Peasants as political power
5

Big project: Stolypin reforms (1906-1910)
Utopia: “Journey of my Brother Alexii to the Land of Peasant Utopia” A.V. Chayanov (1920)

Stolypin perceived peasants as a political power and his reforms were focused
on the creation of wealthy, conservative peasants. The very same peasant who
inhabit the world of Chayanov’s utopia, where governance is “power of peasant
soviets”.

Stolypin reforms (19061910)
“Journey of
my brother
Alexii to
the land of
peasant
utopia”A.V.
Chayanov
(1920)
connection 5: “peasants as
political power”

So the peasants are the main source of political power. The connection here is
in the importance of the role of the peasant in society in general. Stolypin was
the first to recognize this potential and tried to develop hinterland accordingly.
While Chayanov pushed this potential to extreme making the peasantry the most
important part of the society.
6. Industry to agriculture
Utopias:“In a 1000 years”, V.D. Nikolskii (1923), “Letaushii proletarii”, V.Mayakovskii (1926) “Neznaika in Sun city” N. Nosov (1958)
Big project: Mechanization/industrialization of agriculture (1928-...)

Agricultural production used to require a lot of space and manpower. If space is
not an issue for some utopian authors, the necessity to hard work always is. In a
perfect society one should not have to work, but should have a natural desire to
work but no actual need. Mechanization or industrialization of agro-production is
a strong idea appearing in all utopias concerned with this topic.
“And now, food fabrics had pushed away fields
and gardens, where are now continuous fabric of
garden-cities.” (Nikolskii, 1923)

“And our travellers saw some kind of strange
machine, looking like some kind of mechanical snow cleaning machine, or some kind of
tractor... ...But the most surprising was that
where was nobody operating this machine.”
(Nosov,1958)

These two quotes show two stages of utopian industrialization of agriculture: first
is more idealistic (no space for food production, so it has to be not only automated but industrialized as well), the second is more “down-to-earth” approach
(agriculture is robotized, so no human effort is required to maintain it).
“Neznaika
in Sun city”
N. Nosov
(1958)
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Automation of agriculture has another unexpected effect on the image of hinterland, with agriculture as the main purpose; hinterland becomes uninhabited, or at
least this is the goal for some utopias.
9. Agriculture controlled from the city

Agroholdings
(2000-...)
connection 6+9: “industry to
agriculture”/ “agriculture controlled from the city”
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Utopia: “Neznaika in the Sun city” N. Nosov (1958)
Big project: Agroholdings (2000-...)

Agroholdings are companies that unite numerous large-scale agricultural enterprises and are controlled form the centre. They are usually also characterized by
high levels of mechanization of agrarian production. In Nosov’s utopia “Neznayka
in the Sun City” (1958) agriculture has exactly these same characteristics: largescale, controlled from the city trough means of mechanization and automation.

“On machine like this you can cultivate the earth
and at the same time stay in the city. ” (Nosov.
1958)

“We manage to harvest two, tree or even four
harvest in one summer.” (Nosov. 1958)

Agroholdings are not perceived as something utopic in modern Russia, but as
something purely practical. And this seems reasonable because they take on
most of the production of grain and animal products. At the same time they receive the most governmental support, so in the case of agriculture it is clear that
Russian government today has a strong vision of perfect agriculture. We cannot
be certain if it is actually the best, but we can clearly see the manifestation of old
utopian model in the real development of Russian hinterland.
21. Food tradition.
Utopia: “Journey to the Sun CIty”, Y. Muhin (2000)
Case: LavkaLavka. 2009.

Regional development based on traditional agricultural production, differentiating
different parts of Russia and therefore making food from these regions economically attractive to tempted customer, is one of the long-turn goals of the contemporary LavkaLavka project.
Almost identical concept of value of the local, and healthy but most importantly
traditional food can be found in utopia written by Muhin “Journey to the Sun City”:
12

“People eat locally and seasonally.” ;“On household plots people usually grow their own vegetables in sufficient amount.” (Muhin, 2000)

It is not clear if this utopia had influence the LavkaLavka project, but the fact that
this idea manifests so strongly in real life proves that the trend of local, traditional
food is very active and relevant today.
“Andromeda
nebula”, I.A.
Efremov
(1956)

Space race
(1957-1975)

12

Gas mono
city “Nadim”
(1972)
connection 12: “space hinterland”

12. Space Hinterland
Utopia: “Andromeda nebula”, I.A. Efremov (1956)
Big project: Space race (1957-1975)
Case: Gas mono city “Nadim” (1972)

The idea of space as the infinite hinterland of the earth can be traced in many
utopias in the period 1950s - 1980s. But it also appears in the development of
real hinterland. For example, mono-city “Nadim” and the small planet “Zirda” in
Efremov’s “Andromeda nebula” are very similar in their relationship to nature to
that of the Ministry of Geology in 1960s.
Mono-city and mono-planet share a very similar place in the utopia and the real
hinterland: small, distant, very hard to reach. Where life goes on under extremely
harsh conditions, but most importantly they are both used for only one purpose extraction of natural resources.
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LavkaLavka
LavkaLavka is a universal farmer cooperative, based
in Moscow, which tries to create infrastructure to
support small scale agrarian producers.
The central aim of the project is to create favouravle
conditions for the farmer suitable for his work. LavkaLavka is also a foundation which stimuateds and
supports development of farms.
Any restaurant or consumer can join the cooperative,
consumer members receive lower prices for farmer’s
products.

Ideology.
LavkaLavka provides distribution and infrastructure
support to small-scale farmers. But they do not
necessary disregard all big enterprises, but rather
search for personalized organisations which produce
organic food. Initially this project began with a search
for good and healthy food, which was produced locally, but this is no longer the main priority.
Boris Akimov, the founder of LavkaLavka claims that,
“by reorganizing their budget anyone can buy food
from our farmers”, but looking at prices it’s clear that
it is not affordable for large parts of the population.
The food is not luxurious, but because of the quality
and small scale of production prices are high.
The second idea that drives this organization is
regional development through gastronomic self-identification, which can distinguish regions on the global
map. “If everybody grows the same Dutch breed of
cucumbers, even if it is perfect, why should I care
where it comes form? But if I can get different cucumbers from different regions I can decide according to my gastronomic preferences, or just because
I’m bored”, said Akimov. This regional differentiation
can improve profitability of products, freshen up the
economy and generate gastronomic tourism. LavkaLavka does not accept genetically modified strains
of products, since they lack regional and historical
identity. Not because for health or safety reasons.
Organization.
LavkaLavka is based on interaction of seven players:
farmers, consumers, stores, supplier of machinery,
supplier of feed, fertilizers, logistics and energy, restaurants and funds supporting farmers initiatives.
The farmer is the central figure of this cooperative.
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Jointly the cooperative can buy animal-feed, fertilizers, machinery etc. on wholesale bases making it
cheaper for the producer and for the farmers.
Competition.
The success of this organization has set a new
trend of farmers food in Russia. More and more new
LavkaLavka-like businesses appear on the market. A
few examples: marble beef from Lipetsk, “Vse Svoe”
(All local) on-line shop, “Eda iz derevni” (Food from
village), “Okraina” (Hinterland), “Rossiiskii krolik”
(Russian rabbit), and many more. All networks offer
organic food, which is delivered at your doorstep.
But they do not share the LavkaLavka’s ideology,
the diversity of farmers and produce, or the success. These examples all have a very rigid farmers
network with whom they work, and they do not want
to change it in any way.

LavkaLavka children

Portrait of Hinterland
City Country Continent

Industry vs. Desert
Peasant country
Industrial country
Garden city
Agro town
Sustainable
Community
“Only dull deserts. White during
winter and covered with poor
grass in short summer months.
Wild animals were long extinct
and wan had no businesses
were.” (Brusov, 1904)

“The whole country is now just
one big agricultural settlement
divided into squares of communal forests, stripes of cooperative fields and giant climatic
parks.” (Chayanov, 1920)

“And now, food factories had
pushed away fields and gardens, where are now continuous fabric of garden-cities.”
“Need of big centres with high
density of population... ...is
long gone. Since the time of
travel reduced so much that in
few minutes you could get tens
of kilometres form the centre
flow form the centre became
something natural... …Green
suburban areas become irresistible because of their clean
air and vast areas.” (Nikolskii,
1927)

“Commune in Russia is preferably small community living at
the same place and therefore
having same interests.” (Muhin,
2000)
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Not all Utopias have a place for the hinterland as a subject. Some only mention it
briefly, but some focus on the future of hinterland so to see how the portrait of the
hinterland changes throughout time it is relevant to understand how it was influenced/influences the development of actual hinterland.
The portrait of hinterland changes from being a space for development of a city
(Odoevskii, 1835) to hinterland being a lifeless desert (Brusov, 1904) or a land for
agriculture and peasants (Chayanov, 1920) to one giant city (Okunev, 1923, Nikolskii, 1927) and back to agricultural land (Nosov, 1958). In Muhin’s utopia (2000)
the hinterland is portrayed as a perfect place to live, in a way very close to life in
the hinterland is now. The main difference is that small communities and villages
from which make up the hinterland govern themselves.
This change in portrait of the hinterland reveals the nature of relations between
authors and the hinterland: as something that can be changed according to
changes in the centre. But also this change shows that modern utopias don’t see
the hinterland as a place worth working with. Such lack of directive into the future,
imagination, even utopism is evidence of the decline of the role of hinterland on
ideological scale in the development of modern Russia. Yet does this makes hinterland utopia irrelevant? Not necessarily. Because this change as seen in the
portrait of the hinterland after the fall of Soviet Union can also be explained by the
growing influence of Western utopias on the development of Russian hinterland,
and we see this influence on a local scale. This doesn’t mean that there is no place
for new Russian Hinterland utopia, this means that the need for it is not fulfilled.

Focusing on the utopian image of different topics (hinterland, climate,
nature, state, global hinterland, food) as they emerge in literature, these
portraits serve the goal to understand how these utopian images change
over time. Three examples shown here prove that the utopian impulse decreased after the collapse of the Soviet union in some of them (Hinterland,
Global Hinterland), but is still active in others (nature).
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Portrait of Nature
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Changing portrait of nature. The essence of the portrait of nature in utopian literature remains constant during the past 170 years.

Nature cannot be separated from hinterland, especially given that 96% of Russia
is nature. The portrait of nature in utopias transforms form something completely
wild and hostile to something anthropogenic. So to find the storyline of nature to
be very active in utopias is not surprising. Yet, if relation to hinterland changes a
lot during the history of utopias, the relation to nature develops in a different way.
In the selection of utopias up to the XXI century nature is opposed to human
kind and needs to be conquered or even destroyed. The portrait of nature even
if changing from something hostile and dangerous to something useful, until the
end of Soviet Era was constant as something to be modified, conquered, or created from scratch.
It seems that only in the “Journey to the Sun City” (Muhin, 2000) nature is formulated to be something valuable in the state it is now and needs to be protected.
But this is not entirely true. The nature of this planet is protected because another type of nature appears, namely space with new possibilities for expansion and
modification. So unlike the attitude towards the hinterland the attitude to nature is
still strong in it’s utopian sense.
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RUSSIA < CHINA

RUSSIA = CHINA

GLOBAL HINTERLAND

USSR > WORLD

RUSSIA > CHINA

Portrait of Global Hinterland

Sorokin

2006

Transition of Russia’s position and role on global map from largest power, to a neighbour of a number
of growing countries.

“Chinese people, now try our
best to mimic foreign habits.
Everything is Russian-like:
clothes, customs, literature, but
one thing we leak – Russian
smarts.” (Odoevskii, 1835)

The prerequisite for most utopias is the global scale on which they operate. It is
rare that Russia stays in it’s current boundaries. Yet even in utopia Russia usually does not occupy the whole world. It has some neighbouring countries showing the advancement or the degradation of the “Russian” hinterland. In most of
the cases it’s China, whose comparable place slowly increase in it’s importance.

“On September 7 three armies
of German Vsebuch, escorted
by clouds of aeroplanes,
invaded Russian Peasant Republic and in one day facing no
resistance or any human being
for that matter progressed by
50-100 kilometres.

China as a neighbour of the “Russian hemisphere” in utopia first appears in the
utopia “4338” by V.F. Odoevskii (1835). China here is seen as a county which
has surprisingly fallen behind Russia. But this concept changes drastically in
next 150 years. In the “Journey to Sun City” (Muhin, 2000) Russia and China
emerge as equals. And in “Day of Oprichnik” (Sorokin, 2006) Russia falls behind
China is the same way as China wasn’t able to compete with Russia 150 years
earlier.

...meteophors on the border
started working on maximum
power creating cyclone of small
radius and in half and hour half
a million armies and tens of
thousands of aeroplanes were
literally wiped away...”.
(Chayanov, 1920)
“Streets, squares, streets again
– infinite world city... By the 1st
quarter of XX century all cities
of the world joined into one.
Across the oceans by artificial
islands continents reached
out to each other with their
streets.“ (Okunev, 1923)

In the end Russia serves only as an area of transportation from one centre of
development to another, and as a reserve of natural resources. So even if physically Russia is separated from the outside world by a huge concrete wall (like in
“Day of Oprichnik” 2006), it is actually absolutely open for transportation, and the
transit fee is a major source of income for Russia.
Absolutely opposite image of the global hinterland is presented in the Chayanov’s utopia (1920). Here Russia seems to be transparent and open, but at the
same time completely self sufficient and enclosed.
However the most common portrait of Global Hinterland in Utopias is global
unity. Planetary unity is the preferred scale. This leads to the appearance of once
unified hinterland with no political or physical borders.
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Project Highlights
Analysis of utopias provides us with an understanding of the general thinking
specific to a particular period. During the Soviet era the universal cornerstone
model for social, economic and political structure for almost all utopias was communism. And the existence of marginal utopias opposing the general line, such
as “The Rose of the World” (Andreev, 1958), only proves that utopian writers at
that time actually believed in ideas of communism.
After the Soviet Union fell, this powerful uniting ideology also collapsed, and
nothing has replaced it. Contemporary authors enjoy greater freedom, but unlike
their predecessors they have to construct the whole model from scratch. This
makes the utopian discourse potentially weaker. The evidence of this is seen in
the Portraits section of the current research: the way in which Russia is imagined
by modern utopists coincides with the real state of things in the country. Modern
utopias prove to lack imagination and strong utopian impulse. At the same time,
they are more diverse and subjected to the influence of Western ideas.
Similar situation occurs with the development of hinterland, especially on a local
level. The lack of clear ideological base made it possible for such projects like
“LavkaLavka” to appear. It is clearly influenced by western ideology that promotes organic farming, but adopted to the Russian context. Another example of
influence is the eco-village “Tiberkul”, whose leader managed to create a unique
ideological/ethical base. Both projects are trying to create personal mini-ideologies.
These examples show that the need for new utopian impulses is natural and it
clearly exists. New developments of hinterland are more successful if they manage to achieve certain level of utopia. For example, “LavkaLavka” has numerous
competitors, but none of them are able to match the robust network of customers
and farmers. Even if some of the other initiatives would become more successful, “LavkaLavka” will always be responsible for the increased interest to farmers
and to the hinterland, for the development of farms and for healthy eating habits.
They were the first to promote these ideas on a broad scale.
Another interesting aspect is the connections between Soviet utopias and
modern development. They show that the influence of utopian models is strong
even on a large scale of hinterland development, but has been inherited from the
previous era. One of the strongest developments of past 12 years is the development of agroholdings, which almost literally follows the ideas on agriculture as
explained in Nosov’s “Neznayka in the Sun City” (1958). These notions included
centralization, mechanization, and remote control of agricultural production from
the city.
The absence of a universal ideological base destroyed the close relationship
between utopias and the grand ideas of hinterland development in Russia. It also
diminished the opposition to the ideology of the Western world. Modern development is therefor no longer influenced by utopian discourse in the same way as it
once was. The influence and connection still exists, as it is difficult to disregard
that the ideological component prevails over pragmatic, but this influence today
is much broader, because it is globalized, but is implemented more locally.
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